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WESTINGHOUSE REVISED THERMAL DESIGN PROCEDURE

INSTRUMENT UNCERTAINTY METHODOLOGY

FOR TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR UNIT 1

I. INTRODUCTION

Four operating parameter uncertainties are used in the uncertainty analysis of

the Revised Thermal Design Procedure (RTDP). These parameters are Pressurizer

Pressure, Primary Coolant Temperature (Tavg), Reactor Power, and Reactor

Coolant System (RCS) Flow. They are frequently monitored and several are used

for control purposes. Reactor Power is monitored by the performance of a

secondary side heat balance or calorimetric measurement every 24 hours to

comply with the Watts Bar Technical Specifications. The uncertainty

associated with either the daily P2500 Computer power measurement 
or a control

board indication power measurement is used in the Watts Bar safety analysis

for initial plant condition assumptions and for the development of reactor

trip setpoints. This report provides the uncertainty for either power

measurement and is applicable for 18 month fuel cycles. RCS Flow is monitored

by the performance of a secondary side heat balance or calorimetric

measurement after every refueling to comply with the Watts Bar 
Technical

Specifications and for verification of the RCS flow assumption used in the

Watts Bar safety analysis. The RCS calorimetric flow measurement is also used

to normalize the installed loop RCS flow indicators after every refueling to

provide a simple method for verifying RCS flow on a daily basis (with a small

increase in uncertainty). The combined uncertainty of the calorimetric RCS

Flow measurement and the installed loop RCS Flow indicators is used in the

Watts Bar Technical Specifications to develop the minimum RCS Flow

requirement. Pressurizer pressure is a controlled parameter and the

uncertainty reflects the control system uncertainty and the control board

indication uncertainty. The control board indication is used for verification

of control system operation. The control and indication uncertainties also

determine the Technical Specification DNB pressurizer pressure surveillance

limit. Tvg is a controlled parameter via the temperature input to the rod

control system and the uncertainty reflects the control system uncertainty and

the control board indication uncertainty. The control board indication is
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used for verification of control system operation. The control and indication

uncertainties also determine the Technical Specification DNB Tavg surveillance

limit.

Westinghouse has been involved with the development of several techniques to

treat instrumentation uncertainties. An early version (for 0. C. Cook 2 and

Trojan) used the methodology outlined in WCAP-8567, "Improved Thermal Design

Procedure,I[12 3] which is based on the conservative assumption that the

uncertainties can be described with uniform probability distributions.

Another approach (for McGuire and Catawba) is based on the more realistic

assumption that the uncertainties can be described with random, normal, two

sided probability distributions.[4] This approach is used to substantiate th-e

acceptability of the protection system setpoints for many Westinghouse plants,

e.g., 0. C. Cook 2[5], V. C. Summer, Wolf Creek, and others. The second

approach-is now utilized for the determination of all instrumentation

uncertainties for both RTDP parameters and protection functions.
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II. METHODOLOGY

The methodology used to combine the uncertainty components for a channel is

the square root of the sum of the squares of those groups of components which

are statistically independent. Those uncertainties that are dependent are

combined arithmetically into independent groups, which are then systematically

combined. The uncertainty components are considered to be random, two sided

distributions. The sum of both sides is equal to the range for that

parameter, e.g., Rack Drift is typically [ ] the range for this

parameter is [ ] This technique has been utilized before as noted

above, and has been endorsed by the NRC staffE6'7'8 and various industry

standardsl'0  -

The relationships between the uncertainty components and the instrument

channel uncertainty allowance are variations of the basic Westinghouse

Setpoint Methodology(12] and are defined below. For each measurement the

uncertainty includes as-left/as-found recording for determination of

transmitter and rack calibration and drift uncertainties. The uncertainties

do not include 3-up/3-down transmitter calibrations, or trending of

transmitter calibration and drift data.

1. For precision parameter indication using Special Test Equipment or a

DVM at the input to the racks;

+a,c

(Eq. 1)

2. For parameter indication utilizing Eagle-21 instrumentation and the

plant process computer, and with separate calibration of the EAI, ERI,

EAO cards and A/D plant computer inputs;
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+a,c

(Eq. 2)

3. For parameters which have controls systems verified through indication

utilizing Eagle-21 instrumentation and control board indicators, and

with separate calibration of the EAI, ERI, EAO cards, and control

board indicators;

7
+-a c

(Eq. 3)

4. For the loop RCS flow indicators utilizing Eagle-21 instrumentation

and control board indicators, and with separate calibration of the

EAI, ERI, EAO cards, and control board indicators;

ac

(Eq. 4)
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where:

CSA Channel Statistical Allowance

PMA Process Measurement Accuracy

PEA Primary Element Accuracy

SRA = Sensor Reference Accuracy

SCA Sensor Calibration Accuracy

SMTE = Sensor Measurement and Test Equipment Accuracy

SPE = Sensor Pressure Effects

STE = Sensor-Temperature Effects

SD = Sensor Drift

RCAX Rack Calibration Accuracy of device X

RMTEx Rack Measurement and Test Equipment Accurtcy of device X

RTEX Rack Temperature Effects of device X

RDX = Rack Drift of device X

CA = Controller Accuracy

CMTE = Controller Measurement and Test Equipment Accuracy

REF = Accuracy of-Controller Reference Signal

RDOUT Readout Device Accuracy

BIAS Uncertainties determined to have a preferential

direction or sign, i.e., not random.

The parameters above are as defined in References 5 and 12 and are based on

ISA S51.1-1979 (R93)1131. However, for ease in understanding they are

paraphrased below:

PMA - non-instrument related measurement uncertainties, e.g.,

temperature stratification of a fluid in a pipe,

PEA - uncertainties due to a metering device, e.g., elbow, venturi,

orifice, g

SRA - reference (calibration) accuracy for a sensor/transmitter,

SCA - calibration tolerance for a sensor/transmitter based on plant

calibration procedures,

SMTE - sensor measurement and test equipment accuracy determined by

the square root of the sum of the squares of the uncertainty

(accuracy) of the input M&TE device and the output M&TE

device, e.g., for a transmitter, this is the square root of
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the sum of the squares of the uncertainties for a pressure

gauge on the input and a digital voltmeter on the output,

SPE - change in input-output relationship due to a change in static

pressure for a d/p cell,

STE - change in input-output relationship due to a change in

ambient temperature for a sensor/transmitter,

SD - change in input-output relationship over a period of time at

reference conditions for a sensor/transmitter,

RCA - reference (calibration) accuracy for all rack modules in loop

or channel assuming the loop or channel is string calibrated,

or tuned, to this accuracy,

RMTE - rack measurement and test equipment accuracy determined by

the square root of the sum of the squares of the uncertainty

(accuracy) of the input M&TE device and the output M&TE

device, e.g., for a rack module, this is the square root of

the sum of the squares of the uncertainties for a digital

voltmeter on the input and a digital voltmeter on the output,

RTE - change in input-output relationship due to a change in

ambient temperature for the rack modules,

RD - change in input-output relationship over a period of time at

reference conditions for the rack modules,

RDOUT - the accuracy of a special (local) test gauge, a digital

voltmeter or multimeter on it's most accurate applicable

range, or 1/2 of the smallest increment on an indicator,

CA - the accuracy of the controller,

CMTE - controller measurement and test equipment accuracy determined

by the square root of the sum of the squares of the

uncertainty (accuracy) of the input M&TE device and the

output M&TE device, e.g., for a controller, this is the

square root of the sum of the squares of the uncertainties

for a digital voltmeter on the input and a digital voltmeter

on the output,

EAI - the uncertainty component is associated with an Eagle-21

input card,

EAO - the uncertainty component is associated with an Eagle-21

output card,
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A/D - the uncertainty component is associated with a computer

readout,

INO - the uncertainty component is associated with an analog

indicator.

A more detailed explanation of the Westinghouse methodology noting the

interaction of several parameters is provided in References 5 and 12.
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III. INSTRUMENTATION UNCERTAINTIES

The instrumentation uncertainties will be discussed first for the two

parameters which are controlled by automatic systems, Pressurizer Pressure 
and

T.vg (through Rod Control).

1. PRESSURIZER PRESSURE UNCERTAINTY

Pressurizer Pressure uses a closed-loop control system with a comparison of

the measured vapor space pressure to a reference value. Proper operation of

the control system is verified through indication. The controlKuncertainties

established for use in the RTDP analysis are [ ]4aC Uncertainties

are from the transmitter and the process racks/indicators as shown in Table 1.

Equation 3 has been modified to allow for a functional dependency between the

transmitter/racks and the indicators or controller. That is, the indicators

are independent of the controller; however, an error in the transmitter or

rack modules will be common to both the indicator and the controller. The

statistical combination of the uncertainties for this function, including a

bias of [ 3+arc for Barton 763 transmitters, 'results in an uncertainty

of [ 1+ac when one of the 4 normal indicators is unavailable.

In addition, an allowance is made for pressure overshoot or undershoot due to

the interaction and thermal inertia of the heaters and spray. Based on an

evaluation of plant operation, an allowance of [ I+ac was made for this

effect. Therefore, a total pressurizer pressure uncertainty of [

] arc is calculated, which is bounded by the RTDP analysis. Assuming a

normal, two sided probability distribution results in a standard deviation of

[ p+ac
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TABLE 1

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEM UNCERTAINTY

SENSOR/TRANSMITTER (Barton 763 Transmitter)

- +a,c
SRA
SCA
SMTE
STE
SO
BIAS1
BIAS2

PROCESS RACKS
EAI

RCA
RMT E
RTE
RD
RDOUT
CA
CMTE
REF

* Module
** Module

PY455 (no
PC455A

EAO ANALOG RACK

calibration is required)

All above values in X of instrument span. Span = 800 psi.

+a,c

ELECTRONICS UNCERTAINTY =
PLUS =

ELECTRONICS UNCERTAINTY =
PLUS =

THERMAL INERTIA

CONTROLLER UNCERTAINTY =

(3 Indicators Available)

10
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TABLE la

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEM

Pressurizer Pressure Transmitter (total of 4)(Barton 763):

1700-2500 psig

11
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2. IVO UNCERTAINTY

T.vg uses a closed-loop control system that compares the auctioneered high Tang

from the loops to a reference derived from the first stage turbine impulse

chamber pressure. Proper operation of the control system is verified through

indication. Tav, is the average of the narrow range ThOt and Tco01 d values, and

the highest loop T,,, is used in the controller. The control uncertainties

established for use in the RTDP analysis are [ I Uncertainties are

from hot leg and cold leg streaming, the RTDs, the turbine pressure

transmitter, and the process racks/indicators (as noted on Table 2). Based on

the assumption that 2 Thot and 1 TCold cross-calibrated RTDs are used to

calculate Tavg (assuming one failed Thot RTD and one failed TcOld RTD per loop),

Equation 3 has been modified to allow for a functional dependency between the

transmitter/racks and the indicators or controller and to average the

uncertainties associated with the multiple RTDs and the ERI cards. The

electronics uncertainty is calculated to be [ 1 +a. Assuming a normal,

two sided probability distribution results in an electronics standard

deviation (sl) of [ I However, this does not include the controller

deadband of ± 1.50F. The controller uncertainty is the combination of the

electronics uncertainty and the deadband. The probability distribution for

the deadband has been determined to be [
*a+c The variance for the deadband

uncertainty is then:

(S2)= [ c

Combining the variance for the electronics and the variance for the deadband

results in a controller variance of:

(SC) = (S')2 + (S2)2 = [ 1̂ a.c

The controller standard deviation sC + [ ]a.' results in a total random

uncertainty of [ +aC and a cold leg streaming bias of [ ]+ac in

terms of Tayg, which are bounded by the RTDP analysis.
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TABLE 2

Tavg CONTROL SYSTEM UNCERTAINTY

SENSOR/TRANSMITTER (All values in " span)

Tavg

SDan 1000F

PMA =
BETA =
SRA =
SCA =
SMTE =
STE =
SD
BIAS =

Turbine Pressure

856.9 psig

+a,c

PROCESS RACKS (/

Tavg
ERI

Span 150°F

RCA =
RMTE =
RTE =
RD =

RDOUT=
CA =

All values in %
Tawg ANALOG
EAO RACKS
100°F 1000F

span)

TaVg

INDICATOR
1000F

TURBINE
EAI
856.9 psig

TURBINE
EAO
856.9 psig

+a,c

# HOT LEG RTDs = 2

Oeadband = ±1.5°F

ELECTRONICS CSA =

ELECTRONICS SIGMA =

CONTROLLER SIGMA =
CONTROLLER CSA =

CONTROLLER BIAS =

# COLD LEG RTDs = 1

-+a,c

14
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TABLE Za

Tavg CONTROL SYSTEM

Narrow range Thot RTD (total of 12)(RdF RTD): 530-650'F

Narrow range Tcold RTD (total of 8)(RdF RTD): 510-6300 F

Turbine Pressure Transmitter (total

(Foxboro E11GM): 0-856.9 psig

of 2, 1 used for rod control)

15
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3. RCS FLOW MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

3.1 Calorimetric RCS Flow Measurement Uncertainty (Using Feedwater Venturis)

Watts Bar Technical Specifications require a calorimetric RCS Flow measurement

every 18 months above 90% of Rated Thermal Power. It is assumed for this

uncertainty analysis that the RCS flow measurement is performed at 90% of

Rated Thermal Power and within six (6) months of the hot leg and cold leg RTD

cross-calibration procedure. It is assumed that the plant transmitters used

in the RCS flow measurement are calibrated on the refueling frequency

schedule, that the plant process instrumentation is calibrated and verified

per the Watts Bar Technical Specification requirements, that the-P2500 plant

computer inputs are calibrated on the refueling frequency schedule, that the

Eagle-21 Thot and TCOld temperature channels are calibrated within two (2) weeks

of the RCS flow measurement, and that the special test equipment is calibrated

within 30 days of the RCS flow measurement. It is also assumed that the RCS

flow measurement is performed before feedwater venturi fouling is significant,

i.e., no allowances have been made for feedwater venturi fouling.

The flow measurement is performed by determining the steam generator thermal

output (corrected for the RCP heat input and the loop's share of primary

system heat losses) and the enthalpy rise (Ah) of the primary coolant.

Assuming that the primary and secondary sides are in equilibrium, the RCS

total vessel flow is the sum of the individual primary loop flows, i.e.,

WRCS = N (WN (Eq. 5)

The individual primary loop volumetric flows are determined by correcting the

thermal output of the steam generator for steam generator blowdown (if not

secured), subtracting the RCP heat addition, adding the loop's share of the

primary side system losses, dividing by the primary side enthalpy rise and

multiplying by the cold leg specific volume.

17



The equation for this calculation is:

(A) (QSG - QP + (QL/N).} (Vc)

(hH - hC)

where; WI

A

QSG

QP

QL

Vc

N

hH

hc

= Loop flow (gpm)

= 0.1247 gpm/(ft3/hr)

= Steam generator thermal output (Btu/hr)

- RCP heat addition (Btu/hr)

= Primary system net heat losses (Btu/hr)

- Specific volume of the cold leg at Tc (ft3/lb)

= Number of primary side loops

= Hot leg enthalpy (Btu/lb)

= Cold leg enthalpy (Btu/lb).

The thermal output of the steam generator is determined by a secondary side

calorimetric measurement, which is defined as:

QSG (h5 - hf)Wf + (hs - hf)Wtp + (hsgbd - hs)Wsgbd (Eq. 7)

where; h5  Steam enthalpy (Btu/lb)

hf = Feedwater enthalpy (Btu/lb)

hsgbd Steam generator blowdown enthalpy (Btu/lb)

Wf Main feedwater flow (lb/hr).

WtMP = Main feedwater tempering flow (lb/hr).

Wsgbd = Steam generator blowdown flow (lb/hr).

The steam enthalpy is based on measurement of steam generator outlet steam

pressure, assuming saturated conditions. The feedwater enthalpy is based on

the measurement of feedwater temperature and feedwater pressure. The main

feedwater flow is determined by measurements from main feedwater flow venturis

and the following calculation:

= (K) (F.,i) ( (pf,1) (d/pl) I} (Eq. 8)

18
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where; K1

Fai 1

Pf. 1

d/p1

= Main feedwater flow venturi flow coefficient

= Main feedwater flow venturi correction for thermal

expansion

= Main feedwater flow density (lb/ft3)

= Main feedwater flow venturi pressure drop (inches H20).

The main feedwater flow venturi flow coefficient is the product of a number of

constants including as-built dimensions of the venturi and calibration tests

performed by the vendor. The thermal expansion correction is based on the

coefficient of expansion of the venturi material and the difference between

feedwater temperature and calibration temperature. Feedwater density is based

on the measurement of feedwater temperature and feedwater pressure. The

venturi pressure drop is obtained from the output of the differential pressure

transmitter connected to the venturi.

The main feedwater tempering flow is the feedwater flow through the upper

steam generator inlet nozzle, and is determined by measurements from the main

feedwater tempering flow orifices and the following calculation:

Wtmp = (K2) (Fa2) (a) { (2) (9c) (Pf,2) (d/p 2 ) } 1/2 (Eq. 9)

where; K2

Fa, 2

a

9c

Pf,2

d IP2

= Main feedwater tempering flow orifice flow coefficient

= Main feedwater tempering flow orifice correction for

thermal expansion

= Main feedwater tempering flow orifice area

- Gravitational constant (32.174 ft/sec2)

- Main feedwater tempering flow density (lb/ft3)

= Main feedwater tempering flow orifice pressure drop

(inches H20).

The main feedwater tempering flow orifice flow coefficient is the product of a

number of constants including as-built dimensions of the orifice and pipe

internal diameter. The thermal expansion correction is based on the

coefficient of expansion of the orifice material and the difference between

feedwater temperature and calibration temperature. Feedwater density is based

on the measurement of feedwater temperature and feedwater pressure. The

19



orifice pressure drop is obtained from the output of the differential pressure

transmitter.

RCP heat addition is determined by calculation, based on the best estimate of

coolant flow, pump head, and pump hydraulic efficiency.

The primary system net heat losses are determined by calculation, considering

the following system heat inputs and heat losses:

Charging flow

Letdown flow

Seal injection flow

RCP thermal barrier cooler heat removal

Pressurizer spray flow

Pres-surizer surge line flow

Component insulation heat losses

Component support heat losses

CRDM heat losses.

A single calculated sum for 100 of Rated Thermal Power operation is used for

these losses or heat inputs.

The hot leg and cold leg enthalpies are based on the measurement of the hot

leg temperature, the cold leg temperature and the pressurizer pressure. The

cold leg specific volume is based on measurement of the cold leg temperature

and the pressurizer pressure.

The RCS flow measurement is thus based on the following plant measurements:

Steamline pressure (Ps)

Feedwater temperature (Tf)

Feedwater pressure (Pf)

Main feedwater flow venturi differential pressure (dipl)

Main feedwater tempering flow orifice differential pressure (d/p2)

Steam generator blowdown flow orifice differential pressure (d/p3) (if not

secured)

20



Hot leg temperature (T.)
Cold leg temperature (TC)
Pressurizer pressure (Pp)
Charging flow

Letdown flow

and on the following calculated values:

Main feedwater flow venturi flow coefficients (K1)Main feedwater flow venturi thermal expansion correction (F~l)Main feedwater tempering flow orifice flow coefficients (K2)Main feedwater tempering flow orifice thermal expansion correction (Fd 2 )Main feedwater tempering flow orifice area (a)
Feedwater density (pf)
Feedwater enthalpy (hf)
Steam enthalpy (hs)
Steam generator blowdown enthalpy (hsgbd)
Steam generator blowdown density
Moisture carryover (impacts h5)
Primary system net heat losses (QL)
Charging enthalpy

Letdown enthalpy

RCP heat addition (Qp)
Hot leg enthalpy (hH)
Cold leg enthalpy (hc)

These measurements and calculations are presented schematically on Figure 1.The derivation of the measurement uncertainties and the calorimetric RCS flowmeasurement uncertainties on Table 5 are noted below.

Secondary Side

The secondary side uncertainties are in four principal areas, feedwater flow,feedwater enthalpy, steam enthalpy and net pump heat addition. These fourareas are specifically identified on-Table 5.

21



For the measurement of the main feedwater flow, each feedwater flow venturi is

calibrated by the vendor in a hydraulics laboratory under controlled

conditions to an accuracy of [ ] O C. The calibration data which

substantiates this accuracy is provided to the plant by the vendor. An

additional uncertainty factor of [ ]+C is included for installation

effects, resulting in a conservative overall flow coefficient (KI) uncertainty

of [ ]I . Since steam generator thermal output is proportional to

feedwater flow, the flow coefficient uncertainty is expressed as

[ I iac ft should be noted that no allowance is made for venturi

fouling. The effect of fouling is to result in an indicated flow higher than

actual which is non-conservative for the safety analysis.

The uncertainty applied to the main feedwater flow venturi thermal expansion

correction (FaI) is based on the uncertainties of the measured feedwater

temperature and the coefficient of thermal expansion for the venturi material,

usually 304 stainless steel. For-this material, a change of t 10F in the

nominal feedwater temperature changes Fai by [ ] and the steam

generator thermal output by the same amount.

An uncertainty in Fai of t5% for 304 stainless steel is used in this

analysis. This results in an additional uncertainty of [ +, in main

feedwater flow. Westinghouse uses the conservative value of [+

Using the NBS/NRC Steam Tables it is possible to determine the sensitivities

of various parameters to changes in feedwater temperature and pressure.

Table 3 notes the instrument uncertainties for the hardware used to perform

the measurements. Table 4 lists the various sensitivities which are specific

to the operating conditions at 90X of Rated Thermal Power and are affected by

the magnitudes of the instrument uncertainties noted in Table 3. As can be

seen on Table 4, feedwater temperature uncertainties have an impact on venturi

Fai, feedwater density and feedwater enthalpy. Feedwater pressure

uncertainties impact feedwater density and feedwater enthalpy.

The main feedwater flow venturi d/p uncertainties are converted to % feedwater

flow using the following conversion factor:

22



q flow = (d/p uncertainty)(1/2) (transmitter span/90)
2

The main feedwater flow special test transmitter span is [ ] C of

nominal flow.

The main feedwater tempering flow orifice d/p uncertainties are converted to

% feedwater flow using a similar conversion factor as for main feedwater flow.

2.24% of rated feedwater flow is the assumed maximum amount of main feedwater

tempering flow. The uncertainty for the d/p measurement is [
l +a, c

For measurement of the main feedwater tempering flow, each main feedwater

tempering flow orifice is assigned an accuracy of [ ] a'c based on "Flow

Measurement Engineering Handbook", 2nd Edition, R.W. Miller. An additional

uncertainty factor of [ ] a c is included for installation effects,

and for the difference between'the main feedwater tempering flow rate and the

orifice design flow rate, resulting in an conservative overall flow

coefficient (K2) uncertainty of [ I Since steam generator

thermal output is proportional to feedwater flow, the flow coefficient

uncertainty is expressed as

1 ,C, ~It should be noted that no allowance is made for orifice fouling.

The effect of fouling is to result in an indicated flow higher than actual

which is non-conservative for the safety analysis.

The uncertainty applied to the main feedwater tempering flow orifice thermal

expansion correction (F,.2) is based on the uncertainties of the measured

feedwater temperature and the coefficient of thermal expansion for the 304

stainless steel orifice material. For this material, a change of ±10F in the

nominal feedwater temperature changes Fa 2 by [ c and the steam

generator thermal output by [
*]+a c

An uncertainty in Faz of ±5% for 304 stainless steel is used in this analysis

which results in an additional uncertainty of [ ]+' in the main

feedwater tempering flow. Westinghouse uses a conservative [ I
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value which results in an uncertainty of [
a C

Using the NBS/NRC Steam Tables again, it is possible to determine the

sensitivity of steam enthalpy to changes in steam pressure and steam quality.

Table 3 notes the uncertainty in steam pressure and Table 4 provides the

sensitivity. For steam quality, the NBS/NRC Steam Tables were used to

determine the sensitivity at a moisture content of + j ac This value is

noted on Table 4.

An additional [ ]+C uncertainty was included foC the P2500

Computer Steam Table algorithm. The impact of this uncertainty is

approximately [

The net pump heat addition uncertainty is derived from the combination of the

uncertainties for the primary system net heat losses and the reactor coolant

pump heat addition, and are summarized for a four loop plant as follows:

System heat losses - 2.0 MWt

Component conduction and

convection losses - 1.0

Pump heat adder +17.0

Net Heat input to RCS +14.0 MWt (difference between

rated reactor power

and rated NSSS power)

The uncertainty on system heat losses, which is essentially all due to

charging and letdown flows, has been estimated to be [ ]ac of the

calculated value. Since direct measurements are not possible, the uncertainty

on component conduction and convection losses has been assumed to be [ I

of the calculated value. Reactor coolant pump hydraulics are known to a

relatively high confidence level, supported by-system hydraulics tests

performed at Prairie Island II and by input power measurements from several

plants. Therefore, the uncertainty for the pump heat addition is estimated to

be [ ]+a of the best estimate value. Considering these parameters as one

quantity, which is designated the net pump heat addition uncertainty, the
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combined uncertainties are less than [ +a,cof the total, which is

1 .+ of core power equivalent to [ .c flow

Primary Side

The primary side uncertainties are in three principal areas, hot leg enthalpy,

cold leg enthalpy, and cold leg specific volume. These are specifically noted

on Table 5. Three primary side parameters are actually measured, TH, Tc and

pressurizer pressure. Hot leg enthalpy is influenced by TH, pressurizer

pressure and hot leg temperature streaming. The uncertainties for the

instrumentation are noted on Table 3 and the sensitivities are provided on

Table 4. The hot leg streaming is split into random and systematic

components. For Watts Bar with RTDs located in thermowells (bypass manifolds

eliminated), the streaming uncertainty is + a, random and [ +a,C

systematic.

The cold leg enthalpy and specific volume uncertainties are impacted by Tc and

pressurizer pressure. Table 3 notes the Tc instrument uncertainty and Table 4

provides the sensitivities.

Noted on Table 5 is the plant specific RTD cross-calibration systematic

allowance. When necessary, an allowance is made for a systematic temperature

uncertainty due to the RTD cross-calibration procedure. No allowance was

necessary for Watts Bar.

As noted on Table 5, Westinghouse has determined the dependent sets in the

calculation and the direction of interaction, i.e., whether components in a

dependent set are additive or subtractive with respect to a conservative

calculation of RCS flow. The same work was performed for the instrument bias

values. As a result, the calculation explicitly accounts for dependent

effects and biases with credit taken for sign (or direction of impact). It

should be noted that Westinghouse does not include any allowance for feedwater

venturi fouling. The effect of fouling is to result in an indicated RCS flow

higher than actual, which is non-conservative for the safety analysis.
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Using the RCS flow uncertainty values noted in Table 5, the 4 loop uncertainty

equation (with biases) is as follows:

EdaC

Based on four (4) loops, and the instrument uncertainties for the measured

parameters, the uncertainty for the calorimetric RCS flow measurement is:

# of loops

4

RCS flow uncertainty (% flow)

[ I+a,c
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TABLE 3

CALORIMETRIC RCS FLOW MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION UNCERTAINTIES (USING FEEDWATER VENTURIS)

- FOUR LOOP OPERATION

(X SPAN) FW TEMP

SRA -

SCA =

SMTE =

SPE =

STE =

SD =

BIAS =

RCA(AI =

RMTE(Al =

RTECA, =

RDLA, =

RCAfAo =

RMTEEAO =

RTEEAo =

RDfAo =

RCAA/D =

RMTE,/o =
RTEA/C =

RDAD -

RDOUT =
CSA =

FW PRES fW d/p
(main)

FW d/p STM PRESS SG BLOWDOWN

(tempering) FLOW
T., T, PR7 PRESS

2/HEADER 1/LOOP 2/LOOP
oF psi X d/p

INST SPAN =

1/LOOP 1/LOOP
%FLOW psi

1 /LOOP
XFLOW

1300. 103XFLOW 2XFLOW 1300. IXFLOW

INST UNC
(RANDOM) =

INST UNC
(BIAS) L

NOMINAL - 440.0 1058psia 88XFLOW 2%FLOW 958psia 1XFLOW

3/LOOP
° F

150.0

2/LOOP
50F

150.0

618.7 557.7
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TABLE 3 (continued)

CALORIMETRIC RCS FLOW MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION UNCERTAINTIES (USING FEEDWATER VENTURIS)

FOUR LOOP OPERATION

Thot, TCOld and Pressurizer Pressure are measured from Eagle-21 addressable test points on the Test Panel with

a data acquisition system (DAS). Thot and TLO1d must be read to within tO.33OF (±0.22% of 1500F), and

Pressurizer Pressure must be read to within ±1.12 psi (±0.14% of 800 psi). Feedwater temperature is measured

with 2 special test thermowell RTDs in the feedwater header and a DAS. Main feedwater flow is measured with

8 special test feedwater d/p transmitters and a DAS, and must be read on the 8 volt range. All other

parameters are read by the P2500 plant computer. Thot and TcOId Eagle-21 temperature channels must be

calibrated within two (2) weeks of performing the calorimetric RCS flow measurement, and the HPDAC/Test Panel

must be pre-test and post-test calibrated to 0.005% of span using a Fluke 8505A DVM (accuracy of 0.00144%

input + 7 counts on a 1 volt range). The ambient air temperature about the ERI boards must be controlled

within ±2'F of the ambient air temperature during calibration. A maximum of 6 months is allowed between the

performance of the Thot and Tcold RTD cross-calibration procedure and the performance of the calorimetric RCS

flow measurement. The calorimetric RCS flow measurement must be performed at 90% Rated Thermal Power or

higher.
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TABLE 4
CALORIMETRIC RCS FLOW MEASUREMENT SENSITIVITIES

(USING FEEDWATER VENTURIS)
FOUR LOOP OPERATION

FEEDWATER FLOW
F,(MAIN) +ac

TEMPERAIURE
MATERIAL =

DENSITY
TEMPERATURE =

PRESSURE =

DELTA P =

F, (TEMPERING)
TEMPERATURE
MATERIAL

DENSITY
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE =

DELTA P =

FEEDWATER ENTHALPY
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE -

h= 1193.8 8tu/lbm

h= 419.4 Btu/lbm

Dh(SG) = 774.4 Btu/lbm

STEAM ENTHALPY +a,c
PRESSURE = 1

MOISTURE =

BLOWOOWN ENTHALPY +a,c
PRESSURE = [ I

HOT LEG ENTHALPY +a,c
TEMPERATURE = F
PRESSURE = L

h, = 640.4 Btu/lbm
hc = 556.5 Btu/lbm
Oh(VESS) 83.9 Btu/lbm

Cp(TJ) = 1.546 Btu/lbm-'F

COLD LEG ENTHALPY +asc
TEMPERATURE = ]
PRESSURE = l I

Cp(Tc) = 1.260 Btu/lbm-'F

COLD LEG SPECIFIC VOLUME +a,c
TEMPERATURE = F
PRESSURE = L I
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TABLE 5
CALORIMETRIC RCS FLOW MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

(USING FEEDWATER VENTURIS)

FOUR LOOP OPERATION
INSTRUMENT FLOW
UNCERTAINTY UNCER'

COMPONENT

FEEDWATER FLOW (MAIN)
VENTURI (FLOW COEFFICIENT)
THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT

TEMPERATURE
MATERIAL

DENSITY
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE

DELTA P

FEEDWATER FLOW (TEMPERING)
ORIFICE (FLOW COEFFICIENT)
THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT

TEMPERATURE
MATERIAL

DENSITY
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE

DELTA P
FEEDWATER ENTHALPY

TEMPERATURE (main)
TEMPERATURE (tempering I
PRESSURE (main)
PRESSURE (tempering I

STEAM ENTHALPY
PRESSURE
MOISTURE

NET PUMP HEAT ADDITION
STEAM GENERATOR SLOWDOWN FLOW

DELTA P
STEAM GENERATOR SLOWDOWN ENTHALPY

PRESSURE

f1ow)

flow)

HOT LEG ENTHALPY
TEMPERATURE
STREAMING, RANDOM
STREAMING, SYSTEMATIC
PRESSURE

COLD LEG ENTHALPY
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE

COLD LEG SPECIFIC VOLUME
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE

RTO CROSS-CAL SYSTEMATIC ALLOWANCE

rAINTY +a,c

*, **, ***, #, t#, +, ++ INDICATE SETS OF DEPENDENT PARAMETERS
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TABLE 5 (continued)
CALORIMETRIC RCS FLOW MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

(USING FEEDWATER VENTURIS)

FOUR LOOP OPERATION

FLOW UNCERTAINTYCOMPONENT

BIAS VALUES

FEEDWATER PRESSURE

STEAM PRESSURE
PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

DENSITY
ENTHALPY
ENTHALPY
ENTHALPY

ENTHALPY
SPECIFIC

- HOT LEG
- COLD LEG
VOLUME - COLD LEG

RCS FLOW BIAS - TOTAL VALUE

SINGLE LOOP UNCERTAINTY
4 LOOP UNCERTAINTY

4 LOOP UNCERTAINTY

(WITHOUT BIAS VALUES)

(WITHOUT BIAS VALUES)

(WITH BIAS VALUES)
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TABLE 6
WATTS BAR INSTRUMENTATION

FOR CALORIMETRIC RCS FLOW MEASUREMENT

Main Feedwater Flow Transmitters (total of 8) (Rosemount model 3051C OP

transmitter)(SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT):

0 - 3.9 x 106 lb/hr (0 - 500" H20)

,ATA
FLOW TRANTER ACQUISITION

ELEMENT _LASI YSTEM

flow element
number

1-FE-003-0035'
1-FE-0103-0035
1-FE-003-0048
1-FE-003-0048
1-FE-003-0090
1-FE-003-0090
1-FE-003-0103
1-FE-003-0103

transmitter

special
special
special
special
special
special
special
special

test
test
test
test
test
test
test
test

transmitter
transmitter
transmitter
transmitter
transmitter
transmitter
transmitter
transmitter

Feedwater Pressure Transmitter (total of 4) (Foxboro E11GM transmitter):

0 - 1300 psig

InTR3T37

1-PT-3-37
1-PT-3-50
1-PT-3-92
1-PT-3-105

32

serial
number

3 7738-1
37738-1
3 7738-2
3 7738-2
3 7738-3
3 7738-3
3 7738-4
3 7738-4

tap set
number

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2



TABLE 6 (continued)
WATTS BAR INSTRUMENTATION

FOR CALORIMETRIC RCS FLOW MEASUREMENT

Feedwater Temperature RTDs (total of 2)(DIN 385)(SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT):

CATA

RTD ACQUISITION
SYSTEM

Steam Pressure Transmitter (total of 12) (Foxboro N-E11GM transmitters,

Foxboro EllGM transmitters, Barton 763 Lot 7 transmitters):

0 - 1300 psig

[TRASMITTER AGLEP

l-PT-1-2A
1-PT-1-2B
1-PT-1-9
l-PT-1-9A
1-PT-1-9B
l-PT-1-12
1-PT-1-20A
l-PT-1-20B
l-PT-1-23
l-PT-1-27A
1-PT-1-27B
1-PT-1-30

(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop

(Loop
(Loop

(Loop

(Loop

1)(Foxboro N-E11GM)

1)(Foxboro N-E11GM)

1)(Foxboro E11GM)
2)'(Barton 763 Lot 7)

2)(Barton 763 Lot 7)

2)(Barton 763 Lot 7)
3)(Barton 763 Lot 7)
3)(Barton 763 Lot 7)

3)(Barton 763 Lot 7)

4)(Foxboro N-EllGM)
4)(Foxboro N-E11GM)
4)(Foxboro E11GM)
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TABLE 6 (continued)
WATTS BAR INSTRUMENTATION

FOR CALORIMETRIC RCS FLOW MEASUREMENT

Main Feedwater Tempering Flow Transmitter (total of 4) (Rosemount 1151DP3

transmitter): --

0 - 5" WC => 0 - 84.51 x 103 lb/hr

-LOW TRANSMrTTER P2500
ELEMENT

flow element
number
1-FE-3-235
1-FE-3-238
1-FE-3-241
1-FE-3-244

transmitter
number
1-FT-3-235A
1-FT-3-238A
i-FT-3-241A
1-FT-3-244A

Steam Generator Blowdown Flow Transmitter (total of 4) (Rosemount 1153DB3RB

transmitter):

0 - 15" WC => 0 - 90 gpm

FLOW

ELEMerr - 150 i

flow element
number
1-FE-1-152
1-FE-1-156
1-FE-1-160
1-FE-1-164

transmitter
number
1-FT-1-152
1-FT-1-156
1-FT-1-160
1-FT-1-164
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TABLE 6 (continued)
WATTS BAR INSTRUMENTATION

FOR CALORIMETRIC RCS FLOW MEASUREMENT

Narrow range Thot RTD (total of 12)(RdF RTD)(SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT):

530-650OF

Narrow range Tcold RTD (total of 8)(RdF RTO)(SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT):

510-6300F

Pressurizer Pressure Transmitter (total of 4)(Barton 7,63)(SPECIAL TEST

EQUIPMENT):

1700-2500 psig

''RANS-rE
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3.2 Loop RCS Flow Indicator Uncertainty

As noted earlier, the calorimetric RCS flow measurement is used as the

reference for the normalization of the loop RCS flow indicators (cold leg

elbow taps) at the-start of each fuel cycle. With the loop RCS flow d/p

transmitters feeding the plant computer or control board indicators, it is a

simple matter to perform the Technical Specification surveillance requirement.

Table 7a notes the instrument uncertainties for normalization of the loop RCS

flow indicators using a P2500 plant computer readout, assuming two loop RCS

flow indicators per reactor coolant loop.

Table 7b notes the instrument uncertainties for normalization of the loop RCS

flow indicators using Control Board readouts, assuming two loop RCS flow

indicators per reactor coolant loop.

The d/p transmitter uncertainties-are converted to X flow on the same basis as

the feedwater venturi d/p uncertainties. The uncertainties for the loop RCS

flow indicators are combined with the calorimetric RCS flow measurement

uncertainty for the determination of the total loop RCS flow indicator

uncertainty.

The total loop RCS flow indicator uncertainty for four loop operation and the

P2500 Plant Computer readout is:

# of loops loop RCS flow indicator uncertainty (I flow)

4 [ ]+d.c

The total loop RCS flow indicator uncertainty for four loop operation and the

Control Board readout is:

# of loops loop RCS flow indicator uncertainty (% flow)

4 L +
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TABLE 7a

LOOP RCS FLOW INDICATOR UNCERTAINTY
PLANT COMPUTER READOUT

FOUR LOOP OPERATION

INSTRUMENT UNCERTAINTIES

Plant Computer Readout - 2 RCS flow channels per Reactor Coolant Loop

% d/p SPAN

PMA
PEA
SRA
SCA
SMTE
SPE
STE
SD
BIAS
RCAEAI

RMTEEA1
RTEEA1

RDEAI

RCAEAO

RMTEEAo
RTEEAO
RDEAO

RCAA/D

RMTEA/D
RTEAD

RDA/o

FLOW
FLOW

CALORIM. BIAS
CALORIMETRIC

INSTRUMENT SPAN

% FLOW

+a, c

+ac

SINGLE LOOP RCS FLOW INDICATOR UNC =
(1 RCS FLOW CHANNEL)

4 LOOP RCS FLOW UNCERTAINTY

(WITHOUT BIAS VALUES)

4 LOOP RCS FLOW UNCERTAINTY

(WITH BIAS VALUES)
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TABLE 7b

LOOP RCS FLOW INDICATOR UNCERTAINTY

CONTROL BOARD READOUT

FOUR LOOP OPERATION

INSTRUMENT UNCERTAINTIES

Control Board Readout -
% d/p SPAN

PMA =

PEA =

SRA =

SCA -

SMTE =
SPE =
STE =
So =
BIAS =

RCAEAI
RMTEEAI
RTEEAI =

RDEAI
RCAEAO
RMTEEAO
RTEEAO =

RDEAO

RCAIND
RMTEIND
RTEINO

RDINo

RDOUT

FLOW CALORIM. BIAS
FLOW CALORIMETRIC

INSTRUMENT SPAN -

SINGLE LOOP RCS FLOW INDICATOR UNC =

(1 RCS FLOW CHANNEL)

4 LOOP RCS FLOW UNCERTAINTY

(WITHOUT BIAS VALUES)

4 LOOP RCS FLOW UNCERTAINTY

(WITH BIAS VALUES) =

2 RCS flow channels per Reactor Coolant Loop

% FLOW
+a,c

+a,c
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TABLE 8

WATTS BAR INSTRUMENTATION

FOR LOOP RCS FLOW INDICATORS

Loop RCS Flow Transmitter (total of 12)

0-110% of Indicated Flow

OR

CCNTROL

rRANSMtrT-R EAGLE 21 EORO
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4.P2500 COMPUTER POWER MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

4.1 Using Feedwater Venturis

Watts Bar performs a secondary side heat balance (or calorimetric) measurement

every 24 hours when power is above 15% of Rated Thermal Power. This heat

balance is used to verify that the plant is operating within the limits of the

Operating License and to adjust the Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation System

(NIS) channels when the difference between the NIS and the heat balance is

greater than that required by the-plant Technical Specifications. Since it is

necessary to make this determination daily, the P2500 Computer is used for the

measurements. The following calculation demonstrates that the P2500 Computer

power measurement uncertainty is less than the assumed 2.0% of Rated Thermal

Power that is used in the Watts Bar safety analysis.

Assuming that the primary and secondary sides are in equilibrium, the core

power is determined by summing the thermal output of the steam generators,

correcting the total secondary power for steam generator blowdown (if not

secured), subtracting the RCP heat addition, adding the primary side system

losses, and dividing by the core rated Btu/hr at full power. The equation for

this calculation is:

(N) {QSG - QP + (QL/N) }(100)

RP =

H (Eq. 10)

where; RP = Core power (% RTP)

N = Number of primary side.loops

QS = Steam generator thermal output (Btu/hr)

QP = RCP heat adder (Btu/hr)

QL = Primary system net heat losses (Btu/hr)

H Core rated Btu/hr at full power.

For the purposes of this uncertainty analysis (and based on H noted above), it

is assumed that the plant is at 100% RTP when the measurement is taken.

Measurements performed at lower power levels will result in different
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uncertainty values. However, operation at lower power levels results in

increased margin to ONB far in excess of any margin losses due to increased

measurement uncertainty.

The secondary sidepower measurement equations and effects are the same as

those noted for the calorimetric RCS flow measurement (secondary side

portion), equations 7, 8, and 9. The measurements and calculations are

presented schematically on Figure 2. Since it is necessary to make this

determination daily, the plant process computer is used for the measurements.

Table 9 provides the P2500 Computer power measurement uncertainties for those

measurements performed. The calculated sensitivities are similar to.those

noted for the secondary side on Table 4 and are provided in Table 10. As noted

on Table 11, Westinghouse has determined the dependent sets in the calculation

and the direction of interaction. This is the same as that performed for the

calorimetric RCS flow measurement, but applicable only to power. It should be

noted that Westinghouse does not include any allowance for feedwater venturi

fouling. The effect of fouling is to result in an indicated power higher than

actual, which is conservative.

Using the power uncertainty values noted on Table 11, the 4 loop uncertainty

(with bias values) equation is as follows:

+ac

Based on four (4) loops and the instrument uncertainties for the four

.parameters, the uncertainty for the secondary side power calorimetric

measurement is:

$ of loops power uncertainty (% RTP)

4 p a+ac
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TABLE 9

P2500 COMPUTER POWER MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION UNCERTAINTIES

(USING FEEDWATER VENTURIS)

FOUR LOOP OPERATION

(t SPAN) FW TEMP FW PRES FW d/p FW d/p STM PRESS SG BLOl

(main) (tempering) FLO'

SRA =
SCA
SMTE =

SPE
STE =

SD =
BIAS

RCAEAI =

RMTEEAI =

RTEEAI =

RDEAI

RCAEAO
RMTEEAO
RTEEAO =

RDEAO

RCAAD=

RMTEA/D =

RTEAD =

RDA/o =

CSA =

NUMBER OF

INST SPAN
INST UNC
(RANDOM)

INST UNC
(BIAS)

INSTRUMENTS
1/LOOP
°F

= 568.

USED
1/LOOP
psi
1300

1/LOOP
%FLOW
119.

1/LOOP
%FLOW
2.

1/LOOP
psi
1300.

)WDOWN
W +a,c

1/LOOP
%FLOW
1.

NOMINAL = 440.0 1058psia 98. 2. 958psia 1.

All parameters are read by the process computer
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TABLE 10

P2500 COMPUTER POWER MEASUREMENT SENSITIVITIES

(USING FEEDWATER VENTURIS)

FOUR LOOP OPERATION

FEEDWATER FLOW

F, (MAIN) +ac

TEMPERATURE =

MATERIAL =

DENSITY
TEMPERATURE =

PRESSURE =

DELTA P

F, (TEMPERING)

TEMPERATURE =

MATERIAL =

DENSITY
TEMPERATURE

PRESSURE =

DELTA P

FEEDWATER ENTHALPY

TEMPERATURE =

PRESSURE -

h5 = 1193.8 Btu/lbm

hf = 419.4 Btu/lbm

Dh(SG) 774.4 Btu/lbm

STEAM ENTHALPY +a,c

PRESSURE -

MOISTURE =

BLOWDOWN ENTHALPY +a,c

PRESSURE = ]
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TABLE 11

P2500 COMPUTER POWER MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES

(USING FEEDWATER VENTURIS)

FOUR LOOP OPERATION

COMPONENT

FEEDWATER FLOW (MAIN)

VENTURI (FLOW COEFFICIENT)
THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT

TEMPERATURE
MATERIAL

DENSITY
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE

DELTA P
FEEDWATER FLOW (TEMPERING)

ORIFICE (FLOW COEFFICIENT)
THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT

TEMPERATURE
MATERIAL

DENSITY
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE

DELTA P

FEEDWATER ENTHALPY
TEMPERATURE (main)
TEMPERATURE (tempering f

PRESSURE (main)

PRESSURE (tempering I

STEAM ENTHALPY
PRESSURE
MOISTURE

NET PUMP HEAT ADDITION

STEAM GENERATOR BLOWDOWN FLOW

DELTA P
STEAM GENERATOR BLOWDOWN ENTHALPY

PRESSURE

BIAS VALUES
FEEDWATER DELTA P

FEEDWATER PRESSURE

STEAM PRESSURE
POWER BIAS TOTAL VALUE

INSTRUMENT ERROR

fl ow)

flow)

DENSITY
ENTHALPY
ENTHALPY

*, **, ***, , ## INDICATE SETS OF DEPENDENT PARAMETERS

SINGLE LOOP UNCERTAINTY
4 LOOP UNCERTAINTY
4 LOOP UNCERTAINTY

(WITHOUT BIAS VALUES)

(WITHOUT BIAS VALUES)

(WITH BIAS VALUES)

POWER UNCERTAINTY
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TABLE 12

WATTS BAR INSTRUMENTATION

FOR P2500 COMPUTER POWER MEASUREMENT

Main Feedwater Flow Transmitters (total of 8) (Rosemount model 1152DP5 DP transmitter):

0 - 4.5 x i06 lb/hr

FLOW
ELEMENT GLIP50

serial tap set flow element
number number number

1-FE-003-0035
1-FE-003-0035
1-FE-003-0048
1-FE-003-0048
1-FE-003-0090
1-FE-003-0090
1-FE-003-0103
1-FE-003-0103

transmitter,
number

1-FT-003-0035B
1-FT-003-0035A
1-FT-003-0048A
1-FT-003-0048B
1-FT-003-0090B
1-FT-003-0090A
1-FT-003-0103A
1-FT-003-0103B

Feedwater Pressure Transmitter (total of 4) (Foxboro EllGM transmitter):

0 - 1300 psig

1-PT-3-37

1-PT-3-50

1-PT-3-92

1-PT-3-105

Feedwater Temperature RTDs (total of 4) (Newport Labs RTD, Model RTD 600-12):

100 - 217.54 ohms => 32 - 600°F

1-TE-3-36

1-TE-3-49

I-TE-3-91
1-TE-3-104
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37738-1
37738-2
3 77 38-2
37738-3
37738-3
377 38-4
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TABLE 12 (continued)

WATTS BAR INSTRUMENTATION

FOR P2500 COMPUTER POWER MEASUREMENT

Steam Pressure Transmitter (total of 12) (Foxboro N-E11GM transmitters,

Foxboro E11GM transmitters, Barton 763 Lot 7 transmitters):

0 - 1300 psig

TRANSMITTER EAGLE 21 -P-00

1-PT-1-2A
1-PT-1-2B
1-PT-1-5
1-PT-1-9A
1-PT-1-9B
1-PT-1-12
l-PT-1-20A
1-PT-1-20B
1-PT-1-23
1-PT-1-27A
1-PT-1-273
1-PT-1-30

Main Feedwater
transmitter):

(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop

1)(Foxboro N-EllGM)

1)(Foxboro N-E11GM)

1)(Foxboro E11GM)

2)(Barton 763 Lot 7)

2).(Barton 763 Lot 7)

2)(Barton 763 Lot 7)

3)(Barton 763 Lot 7)

3)(Barton 763 Lot 7)

3)(Barton 763 Lot 7)

4)(Foxboro N-EllGM)

4)(Foxboro N-E11GM)
4)(Foxboro E11GM)

Tempering Flow Transmitter (total of 4) (Rosemount 1151DP3

0 - 5" WC => 0 - 84.51 x 10 lb/hr

FLOW 1RANSmrrER
ELEMENT I

flow element
number
1-FE-3-235
1-FE-3-238
1-FE-3-241
1-FE-3-244

transmitter
number
1-FT-3-235A
1-FT-3-238A
1-FT-3-241A
1-FT-3-244A
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TABLE 12 (continued)

WATTS BAR INSTRUMENTATION

FOR P2500 COMPUTER POWER MEASUREMENT

Steam Generator Blowdown Flow Transmitter (total of 4) (Rosemount 11530B3RB

transmitter):

o - 151" WC => 0 - 90 gpm

flow element transmitter

E LVENT

number
1-FE-1-152
1-FE-1-156
1-FE-1-160
1-FE-1-164

number
1-FT-1-152
1-FT-1-156
1-FT-1-160
1-FT-1-164
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4.2 Using Feedwater Venturis and LEFM on Feedwater Header

Watts Bar intends to correct the loop feedwater flow measurements for

feedwater fouling using a Leading Edge Flow Meter (LEFM) on the feedwater

header. This will-be done for economic considerations since feedwater fouling

results in an indicated feedwater flow measurement that is higher than the

actual flow. The effect of fouling is an indicated power that is higher than

the actual power which is conservative for the safety analysis. The following

is a description of the proposed method that will be used to correct the

feedwater flow measurements for feedwater fouling in the P2500 Computer power

measurement.

1. The P2500 computer will calculate individual steam generator total inlet

feedwater flows by summing the venturi feedwater flow and the feedwater

tempering flow.

2. The LEFM will measure the total feedwater flow at the feedwater header.

The accuracy of the LEFM is [ +ac at 100% of Rated Thermal

Power (RTP) which is equivalent to +ac at 100% RTP.

3. To calculate a fouling factor, the LEFM flow rate will be divided by the

total feedwater flow rate from all loops from the feedwater venturis and

the feedwater tempering flows.

4. The fouling factor will be assigned to an addressable constant in the

P2500 Computer. The total feedwater venturi and feedwater tempering

flows will be multiplied by the fouling factor to compensate for fouling.

This adjusted feedwater flow will be the basis for calculating steam

generator power. It is assumed that feedwater fouling is equal for all

loop flow measurements.

The P2500 Computer power measurement uncertainty using feedwater venturis and

the LEFM on the feedwater header is:

E of loops power uncertainty (% RTP)

4 [ +a,
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5. CONTROL BOARD INDICATION POWER MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

5.1 Using Feedwater Venturis

Watts Bar performs a secondary side heat balance (or calorimetric) measurement

every 24 hours when power is above 15% of Rated Thermal Power. This heat

balance is used to verify that the plant is operating within the limits of the

Operating License, and to adjust the Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation

System (NIS) channels when the difference between 
the NIS and the heat balance

is greater than that required by the plant Technical Specifications. Since it

is necessary to make this determination daily, 
the Control Board Indicators

are used for the measurement whenever the P2500 computer 
is not available.

The following calculation demonstrates that 
the Control Board Indication power

measurement uncertainty is less than the assumed 2.0% of Rated Thermal Power

that is used in the Watts Bar safety analysis.

Assuming that the primary and secondary sides 
are in equilibrium; the core

power is determined by summing the thermal 
output of the steam generators,

correcting the total secondary power for steam generator 
blowdown (if not

secured), subtracting the RCP heat addition, adding 
*the primary side system

losses, and dividing by the core rated Btu/hr at full power. Equation 10 is

used for this calculation.

For the purposes of this uncertainty analysis 
(and based on H noted above) it

is assumed that the plant is at 100% RTP when 
the measurement is taken.

Measurements performed at lower power levels 
will result in different

uncertainty values. However, operation at lower power levels results in

increased margin to DNB far in excess of any margin losses 
due to increased

measurement uncertainty.

As noted on Table 15, Westinghouse has determined the dependent 
sets in the

calculation and the direction of interaction, i.e., whether components in a

dependent set are additive or subtractive with 
respect to a conservative

calculation of reactor power. The same work was performed for the instrument

bias values. As a result, the calculation explicitly accounts for dependent

effects and biases with credit taken for sign 
(or direction of impact). It
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should be noted that Westinghouse does not include any allowance for feedwater

venturi fouling. The effect of fouling is to result in an indicated power

higher than actual, which is conservative.

Using the power uncertainty values noted on Table 15, the 4 loop uncertainty

(with bias values) for this secondary side power calorimetric measurement is

determined by the equation below:

I+ac

Based on four (4) loops and the instrument uncertainties for the four

parameters, the uncertainty for the secondary side power calorimetric

measurement is:

power uncertainty (% RTP )
I +a, c
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TABLE 13

CONTROL BOARD INDICATION POWER MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION UNCERTAINTIES

(USING FEEDWATER VENTURIS)

FOUR LOOP OPERATION

(q SPAN) FW TEMP FW PRES FW d/p FW d/p STM PRESS SG BLOWDOWN

(main) (tempering) FLOW +

SRA =
SCA =
SMTE=
SPE =
STE =
SD =
BIAS=

RCAEAI=

RMTEEAI=

RTEEAI=

RDEAI =

RCAEAO=

RMTEEAO=

RTEEAO=

RDEAO =

RCAINO=
RMTEIND=
RTEINO=

RDIND =
RDOUTIND=
CSA =

NUMBER OF

* INST SPAN

INST UNC
(RANDOM)

INST UNC
(BIAS)

INSTRUMENTS USED

1/LOOP 1/LOOP

OF psi

= 568. 1300.

NOMINAL = 440.0 1058PSIA 98%FLOW 2%FLOW 958PSIA 1.1%FLOW

All parameters are read by Control Board Indicators except FW Temp (ERFDS

Computer)

*A 1.1% uncertainty has been assigned since measurement of FW Tempering Flow

through the proposed indicator yields an unrealistic uncertainty due to the

indicator span being to large for the parameter being measured.
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2/LOOP

%FLOW

119%FLOW

1/LOOP

%FLOW

2% FLOW

2/LOOP

psi

1300

1-TOTAL

%FLOW

1.1%FLOW
-+a,c

I
I
I



TABLE 14

CONTROL BOARD INDICATION POWER MEASUREMENT SENSITIVITIES

(USING FEEDWATER VENTURIS)

FOUR LOOP OPERATION

FEEDWATER FLOW

F,(MAIN) +ac

TEMPERATURE
MATERIAL

DENSITY
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE

DELTA P =

Fa (TEMPERING)
TEMPERATURE
MATERIAL =

DENSITY
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE =

FEEDWATER ENTHALPY
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE -

h = 1193.8 BTU/LBM

hf 419.4 BTU/LBM-

Dh(SG) 7 174.4 BTU/LBM

STEAM ENTHALPY

+a,c
PRESSURE =

MOISTURE = L
BLOWDOWN ENTHALPY

+a,c

PRESSURE [
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COMPONENT

TABLE 15

CONTROL BOARD INDICATION POWER MEASUREMENT

(USING FEEDWATER VENTURIS)

FOUR LOOP OPERATION

INSTRUMENT ERROR

FEEDWATER FLOW (MAIN)

VENTURI (FLOW COEFFICIENT)

THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT

TEMPERATURE

MATERIAL

DENSITY

TEMPERATURE

PRESSURE

DELTA P

FEEDWATER FLOW (TEMPERING)

ORIFICE (FLOW COEFFICIENT)

THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT

TEMPERATURE

MATERIAL

DENSITY
TEMPERATURE

PRESSURE

DELTA P

FEEDWATER ENTHALPY
TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE
PRESSURE

STEAM ENTHALPY

(main)
(tempering flow)
(main)
(tempering flow)

PRESSURE
MOISTURE

NET PUMP HEAT ADDITION
STEAM GENERATOR BLOWDOWN FLOW

DELTA P
STEAM GENERATOR BLOWDOWN ENTHALPY

PRESSURE

BIAS VALUES
FEEDWATER DELTA P
FEEDWATER PRESSURE DENSITY

ENTHALPY

STEAM PRESSURE ENTHALPY

POWER BIAS TOTAL VALUE
,## INDICATE SETS OF DEPENDENT PARAMETERS

SINGLE LOOP UNCERTAINTY (WITHOUT BIAS VALUES)

4 LOOP UNCERTAINTY (WITHOUT BIAS VALUES)

4 LOOP UNCERTAINTY (WITH BIAS VALUES)

UNCERTAINTIES

POWER UNCERTAINTY
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5.2 Using LEFM on Feedwater Header

W Watts Bar indicated the possibility of measuring feedwater flow via the

Leading Edge Flow Meter (LEFM) on the main feedwater header. This measurement

would replace the actual venturi flow and actual tempering flow measurements.

For the purposes of this uncertainty analysis (and based on H noted above) it

is assumed that the plant is at 100% RTP when the measurement is taken.

Measurements performed at lower power levels will result in different

uncertainty values. However, operation at lower power levels results in

increased margin to DNB far in excess of any margin losses due 
to increased

measurement uncertainty.

Using Equation 10 for this calculation and the power uncertainty values noted

on Table 18, the 4 loop uncertainty (with bias values) for this secondary side

power calorimetric measurement is determined by the equation below:

S+CTc

Note that for conservatism in usinq the LEFM, though many of the 
parameters

are measured by four redundant loops (Main FW flow and SG Blowdown flow are

not), error for these parameters is not reduced by [the square 
root of 4.] +aC

# of loops power uncertainty (% RTP)
E g+a,c
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TABLE 16

CONTROL BOARD INDICATION POWER MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION UNCERTAINTIES

(USING LEFM ON FEEDWATER HEADER)

FOUR LOOP OPERATION

(t SPAN) FW TEMP FW PRES FW flow STM PRESS SG BLOWDOWN

(header) FLOW
- +a,c

SRA =

SCA =

SMTE =

SPE =
STE =

SD

BIAS =

RCAEAI

RMTEEAI

RTEEAI

RDEAI

RCAEAO

RMTEEAO=

RTEEAO =

RDEAO =

RCAND =

RMTE[ND =

RTE!ND
RDIND

RDOUTIND =

CSA

NUMBER OF INSTRUMENTS USED

1/LOOP 1/LOOP 1-TOTAL 2/LOOP 1-TOTAL

OF psi ZFLOW psi %FLOW

INST SPAN = 568. 1300. 1300 1.1%FLOW

INST UNC 
+a,c

(RANDOM) =

INST UNC
(BIAS) = L

NOMINAL = 440.0 1058PSIA 100%FLOW 958PSIA 1.1%FLOW

All parameters are read by Control Board Indicators except FW Temp (ERFOS

Computer) and FW Flow (LEFM)
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TABLE 17

CONTROL BOARD INDICATION POWER MEASUREMENT SENSITIVITIES

(USING LEFM ON FEEDWATER HEADER)
FOUR LOOP OPERATION

FEEDWATER FLOW

DENSITY
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE

FEEDWATER ENTHALPY
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE

h(
Dh (SG)

-7 +a,c

1193.8 BTU/LBM
419.4 BTU/LBM
774.4 BTU/LBM

STEAM ENTHALPY

PRESSURE
MOISTURE :1

I +a,c

BLOWDOWN ENTHALPY

PRESSURE =1
Z +a,c
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TABLE 18

CONTROL BOARD INDICATION POWER MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES

(USING LEFM ON FEEDWATER HEADER)

FOUR LOOP OPERATION

COMPONENT INSTRUMENT ERROR POWER UNCERTAINTY

-arc

FEEDWATER FLOW (MAIN) -

DENSITY

TEMPERATURE

PRESSURE

LEFM

FEEDWATER ENTHALPY

TEMPERATURE

PRESSURE

STEAM ENTHALPY

PRESSURE

MOISTURE

NET PUMP HEAT ADDITION

STEAM GENERATOR BLOWDOWN FLOW

DELTA P

STEAM GENERATOR BLOWDOWN ENTHALPY

PRESSURE

BIAS VALUES
FEEDWATER LEFM

FEEDWATER PRESSURE DENSITY

ENTHALPY

STEAM PRESSURE ENTHALPY

POWER BIAS TOTAL VALUE

*,**,*** INDICATE SETS OF DEPENDENT PARAMETERS

UNCERTAINTY (WITHOUT BIAS VALUES)

UNCERTAINTY (WITH BIAS VALUES)
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TABLE 19
WATTS BAR INSTRUMENTATION

FOR CONTROL BOARD INDICATION POWER MEASUREMENT

Main Feedwater Flow Transmitters (total of 8) (Rosemount model 1152DP5 OP

transmitter):

0 - 4.5 x 106 lb/hr

FLOW TRANS
ELNE-rV¶ j L

flow element
number

1-FE-003-0035
1-FE-003-0035
1-FE-003-0048
1-FE-003-0048
1-FE-003-0090
1-FE-003-0090
1-FE-003-0103
1-FE-003-0103

transmitter
number

1-FT-003-0035B
1-FT-003-0035A
1-FT-003-0048A
1-FT-003-00488
1-FT-003-0090B
1-FT-003-0090A
1-FT-003-0103A
1-FT-003-0103B

indicator
number

l-FI-3-35A
l-FI-3-35B
1-FI-3-48A
l-FI-3-48B
l-FI-3-90A
l-FI-3-90B
1-FI-3-103A
l-FI-3-103B

Feedwater Pressure Transmitter (total of 4) (Foxboro ElGM transmitter):

O - 1300 psig

| TRANSMiTTER D IC ATOR

transmitter
number

1-PT-3-37
1-PT-3-50
I-PT-3-92
1-PT-3-105

indicator
number

1-PI-3-37
1-PI-3-50
1-PI-3-92
I-PI-3-105

61

serial
number

3 7738-1
3 7738-1
3 7738-2
3 7738-2
3 7738-3
3 7738-3
37738-4
37738-4

tap set
number

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2



TABLE 19
WATTS BAR INSTRUMENTATION

FOR CONTROL BOARD INDICATION POWER MEASUREMENT (continued)

Feedwater Temperature RTDs (total of 4) (Newport Labs RTD, Model RTD 600-12):

100 - 217.54 ohms => 32 - 6000F

At > 30% Power

RTD ERFDS

1-TE-3-36 1-TE-3-91
1-TE-3-49 1-TE-3-104

-ERFDS Notes

1. Per Reference 14, the combined Gain and Zero uncertainty for an ERFDS

Analog Input of 50 mV maximum, which is the maximum range of the above RTDs as

input to the ERFDS via the Computer Products 7436 front end, is 0.017% FS.

This uncertainty parameter is considered as RCAA/0 and converts to 0.11% CS

[(600/568) X 0.107].

2. Per Reference 14, for a temperature variation of 10'C or 18'F, the

temperature related uncertainty for an ERFDS Analog Input of 50 mV maximum is

0.073% FS. This uncertainty parameter is considered as RTEA/D and converts to

0.08% CS [(600/568) X 0.073]. Per WBN Environmental drawings, the 18'F

encompasses the normal temperature variation for the ERFDS Area.

3. RMTEA/D is equal to RCAA/o.

4. RDA/o is not specified for the ERFDS. This system is comparable in design

and function to the P2500 (for which RDAD is 0.05% CS) and drift is expected

to be close to the same value.

5. For conversatism and consistency, although the values listed above for

ERFDS Uncertainty Parameters are less than the same parameters for the P2500

(except for Drift), the same values will be used (for both the RTDs and the

ERFDS) as are used in the P2500 Computer Power Measurement, Table 9.

Therefore, values for these parameters expressed in % CS are: RCAA/D = 0.23,

RMTEA/D = 0.23, RTEA/D = 0.50, and RDA/D = 0.05.
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TABLE 19

WATTS BAR INSTRUMENTATION

FOR CONTROL BOARD INDICATION POWER MEASUREMENT 
(continued)

Feedwater Temperature T/Cs (total of 1) (Weed Type T thermocouples):

-0.674 - 15.769 mvT=> 0 - 6000F

At < 30% Power

THER83c 2,DICATOR

1-TE-3-199
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TABLE 19

WATTS BAR INSTRUMENTATION

FOR CONTROL BOARD INDICATION POWER MEASUREMENT (continued)

Steam Pressure Transmitter (total of 12) (Foxboro N-E11GM transmitters,

Foxboro E11GM transmitters, Barton 763 Lot 7 transmitters):

0 - 1300 psig

TRANSMITIER EAGLE 1NDICATOR I

transmitter
number

1-PT-1-2A
l-PT-1-2B
1-PT-1-5
1-PT-1-9A
I-PT-1-9B
1-PT-1-12
1-PT-1-20A
1-PT-1-20B
1-PT-1-23
1-PT-1-27A
l-PT-1-278
1-PT---1--30

(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(Loop
(.Loop

1)(Foxboro N-E11GM)
1)(Foxboro N-E11GM)
1)(Foxboro E11GM)
2)(Barton 763 Lot 7)
2)(Barton 763 Lot 7)
2)(Barton 763 Lot 7)

3)(Barton 763 Lot 7)

3) (Barton 763 Lot 7)
3)(Barton 763 Lot 7)
4)(Foxboro N-E11GM)
4)(Foxboro N-EllGM)
4)(Foxboro EllGM)

indicator
number

I-PI-1-2A
l-PI-1-2B
1-PI-1-9A
l-PI-1-9B
1-PI-1-20A
l-PI-1-20B
1-PI-1-27A
1-PI-1-278
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TABLE 19

WATTS BAR INSTRUMENTATION

FOR CONTROL BOARD INDICATION POWER MEASUREMENT (continued)

Main Feedwater Tempering Flow Transmitter (total of 4) (Robertshaw 117-D1-A2-2

transmitter):

0 - 754" WC => 0 - 1 x 106 lb/hr (NOTE: FW Tempering Flow is 40,000 lb/hr)

FLWTRNMITRMOIIE NDCTR
ELEMENT~ 1-

flow element
number

1-FE-3-235
1-FE-3-238
1-FE-3-241
1-FE-3-244

transmitter
number

1-FT-3-235
1-FT-3-238
1-FT-3-241
1-FT-3-244

indicator
number

1-FI-3-235
1-FI-3-238
1-FI-3-241
1-FI-3-244

Steam Generator Total Blowdown Flow Transmitter (total of 1)

1151DP5E transmitter):

(Rosemount

0 - 194" WC => 0 - 100% flow

FLO TRANSMITTER O IE

flow element
number

1-FE-15-43

transmitter
number

1-FT-15-43

indicator
number

1-FIC-15-43
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The preceding sections provide the methodology to account 
for primary

pressure, primary temperature, secondary side power, and RCS flow measurement

uncertainties for the RTDP analysis. The Watts Bar-specific instrumentation

and procedures have been reviewed and the uncertainty calculations are

completed for 18 month fuel cycles. The values used in the RTDP analysis are

more conservative than those listed below.

Pressurizer pressure uncertainty

Temperature (Tavg) uncertainty

RCS flow measurement uncertainty

(loop RCS flow indicators),i.e.,

plant computer readout normalized-to

calorimetric RCS flow measurement

RCS flow measurement uncertainty

(loop RCS flow indicators),i.e.,

control board indicators normalized to

calorimetric RCS flow measurement

P2500 Computer power measurement

uncertainty (using feedwater venturis)

P2500 Computer power measurement

uncertainty (using feedwater venturis

and LEFM on feedwater header)

Control Board Indication power

measurement uncertainty (using

feedwater venturis)

Control Board Indication power

measurement uncertainty (using

LEFM on feedwater header)

+a, c

j4 loop operation

4 loop operation

i4 loop operation

4 loop operation

4 loop operation

- 4 loop operation
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ENCLOSURE 7

LIST OF COMMITMENTS

1. TVA will revise the Emergency Operating Procedures to reflect the
new hot leg switchover time required to prevent boron
precipitation.

2. Watts Bar will perform a BASH analysis to support the Cycle 2
design parameters as a part of the core re-load process. The
Cycle 2 design parameters are not expected to require changes to
the Technical Specifications.

3. The analysis of the impacts on equipment qualification outside
containment has been completed. Revised temperature profiles
have been generated and are being incorporated into the Equipment
Qualification (EQ) Program.

4. Loop specific values of ATO, T' and T", as used in the
Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT Reactor Trip functions and
the Vessel AT Equivalent to Power input to the Steam Generator
Water Level Low-Low Reactor Trip and ESFAS functions, must be
determined at the beginning of each fuel cycle at full power,
steady-state conditions and will be checked quarterly and
adjusted, if required.
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